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otic mechanisms. Biodiversity, as implicitly demonstrated by Sõukand’s thesis is not
an external natural element separated by human context but is a strictly interacting
component of everyday living.

Extending the approach presented in Sõukand’s thesis to other components of human
context like the sound-scape or the heritage-scape seems a very promising innovative
approach to guarantee human wellbeing on the local, regional and continental scale.

Almo Farina
Department of Mathematics, Physics and Informatics

Urbino University, Italy

THESIS DEFENCE: ANNELI BARAN

POSSIBILITIES FOR STUDYING SEMANTICS IN PHRASEOLOGY

On the 15th of March 2011, Anneli Baran defended her PHD thesis Fraseologismide
semantika uurimisvõimalused [Possibilities for Studying Semantics in Phraseology] at
the University of Tartu. The opponent could point out that Baran had taken on a
challenging task when she, as a philologist and folklorist, had searched for new ap-
proaches to semantics in phraseology. One aim of Baran’s dissertation is to prove how
the psycholinguistic and cultural approach increases explanatory capacity in linguis-
tics when semantics of phraseologisms are concerned. Beside the theoretical discus-
sion about the possibilities for studying semantics in phraseology she bases her own
conclusions on experience with Estonian phraseology during the construction of the
database and also on results of queries among Estonian schoolchildren. She has also
discussed experiments to use data from the Internet.

Baran seizes the problem of the lack of reciprocal discussion between phraseologists
and psycholinguists interested in relevant questions of phraseology. She shows the
history and mainstreams of different scholarly approaches in studying semantics in
phraseology, the development of defining concepts by some predominant researchers,
key persons’ personal correcting movements (e.g. Raymond Gibbs). Baran analyzes the
key concepts considered to be crucial for understanding semantics of phraseologisms.
She debates approaches that are too narrow. For that she uses her own results reported
in the articles and finds support from other research outcomes.

I recommend reading an important earlier article The Compilation of the Database
of Estonian Phrases (2004) which has Baran as one of the authors (published in journal
Folklore 25). The article and orientation to the database of Estonian phrases give a
better comprehension in reading her theoretical discussion. In her dissertation Baran
opens the central constructs of phraseology: permanence, iconographic/symbolic/meta-
phoric quality, motivation and idiomaticity in the light of psycholinguistic research.
Linguistic “motivation” has been the most central term after Russian linguist
V. V. Vinogradov’s (1947) criteria for the classification of phraseological items, where
phraseologisms without motivation are most idiomatic. It is quite natural that Baran
also starts from the motivation-related problems concerning phraseologisms. She finds
a new clue for motivation research from Dmitrij Dobrovolskij’s studies with Elisabeth
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Piirainen (e.g. 1996, 2009) and with Anatoli Baranov (2008), in which the observation
of two types of motivation – iconic or metaphoric and symbolic or cultural – does not
exclude the units with a smooth transmission.

It is also necessary to go deeply into Baran’s six articles in order to understand her
convinced attitude towards cultural preconditions for use of phrases and phraseologi-
cal competence.

In her first article in which she deals with the length of sayings, she writes about
the archival material: “Phraseological fixed expressions/idioms reflect historical facts,
biblical themes, folk culture and folk wisdom, superstition and facts from various
areas of life involved in fostering material values. The collected material of short
forms tends to be characteristically laconic.” She gives interesting examples of dia-
chronic changes in Estonian phrases. For example, she writes about the association of
valge hobune ‘a white horse’ with vale or valetamine ‘a lie’, or ‘lying’. By these examples
she points out how the structure of a saying, i.e. its components and the overall mean-
ing of the phrase, are closely interrelated.

In Baran’s second article she displays more about the religious background of Esto-
nian phrases by going through the history of translation loans of German phrases. She
makes a remark that it is impossible to prove which Estonian phrases entered the
tradition due to the influence of religious literature and which phrases were actually
adopted by the church from Estonian phraseology. “The first texts recorded in Estonian
language were not created by ethnic Estonians, but were created for them, in order to
provide guidance,” comments Baran.

The third article concentrates on the role of phraseologisms in the language used by
Estonian youth; in the fourth we become acquainted with the slurs containing names of
animals in Estonian phraseology and the fifth article studies the use of Estonian
hyperbolic phrases on the Internet. Baran finds the material of hyperboles as an excel-
lent opportunity to study creativity in verbal expression.

Baran’s last article can be considered the key text of the dissertation. She finds the
question of semantic ambiguity of phraseologisms the most fascinating phenomenon
for a researcher in the field. She arranged an inquiry among students of two upper
secondary schools in Estonia, 147 students, aged 16–18. For a questionnaire she had
to screen 35 expressions from the 170,000 texts. First and foremost, the questionnaire
aimed at ascertaining whether the fixed linguistic expressions have a place in the
vocabulary (lexicon related knowledge) of today’s school-leavers, and how the use of
such expressions has altered. Thus, Baran purposefully did not present the expres-
sions in any context. As a result she found many psycholinguistically interesting things.

She noticed a trend to explicate the phrase with another expression. But as a
phraseologist Baran considers the so-called wrong answers as the most interesting
ones. There were answers showing that an expression was understood only in its direct
meaning. For Baran these answers were important evidence to be able to see the ratio
of the phraseological meaning and direct meaning. She knew that the discrepancy, non-
compatibility and contradiction of these two meanings condition the (semantic) idio-
maticity of the expression. Now she noticed that when there is no knowledge of the
idiomaticity, the salient meaning is the direct one.

The most fruitful answers in Baran’s point of view were those with altered meaning
of the expression. She presents fourteen expressions with a number of similar answers
where a semantic change had taken place. These were the phrases with a slightly
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deviant variation from the conventional meaning and their interpretation was based
on the salient direct meaning or associating connections.

In Baran’s dissertation the construct of salience turned out to be crucial for her
pointing out the possibilities for studying semantics in phraseology. Salient features
have obviously gained their always accessible status in our memory through frequent
use and special contexts. “This concept is of relevance in the research concerning the
understanding of phraseological units as reproduction units,” writes Baran in the last
chapter of the theoretical part of her dissertation.

For Baran the idea that the subject matter of phraseology is a continuum of varied
units rather than homogeneous ones seems to open new ways to broaden the opportu-
nities to make phraseological research. She criticizes, with good reason, scholars per-
sisting in artificial classifications and shows the importance of cultural knowledge
behind the interpretation process. “Figurative expressions cannot be treated as bare
texts owned and used by all language users in the same way,” writes Baran.

More research should also be done to really find out the role of the context in under-
standing a figurative unit. Thus, folkloristics, cognitive science and social psychology
prove to be necessary contributors to linguistics in order to get an overall impression of
these questions. Baran has already taken part in the international discussion with her
presentations in conferences and with these six articles. I hope she will use her recent
theoretical apparatus and continue presenting evidence for her integrative approach.

Outi Lauhakangas, Dr.Soc.Sc
Finnish Literature Society in Helsinki

PRESIDENT’S FOLKLORE AWARDS AND ARCHIVAL YEAR OF 2010

On March 14, the Day of Mother Tongue, Toomas Hendrik Ilves, the President of the
Republic of Estonia, presented awards to the best folklore collectors of 2010. During
the festive gathering in the Estonian Literary Museum, prizes were also handed over
to those contributing to the Estonian Folklore Archives and the best collectors of kin-
dergarten lore.

Prize-winners – Maire Sala, Anni Oraveer and Ellen Randoja – received the Presi-
dent’s Folklore Award for their thematic collections donated to the archives in 2010.

 Maire Sala’s collection of burial customs and graveyard culture, gathered and put
together during 1997–2010, comprises systemised black-and-white and original col-
our photographs (1,228) with relevant data, recordings of beliefs and customs, rhyme-
books, original documents and copies thereof, and other manuscripts (900 pages),
small printed matter (1,304 song sheets), newspaper clippings, film strips, etc. The
material from Viljandi County of Estonia (cemeteries and churches in Halliste and
Karksi areas) forms the largest part of the collection. Maire Sala lives and works in the
vicinity, in Karksi-Nuia, where she runs a funeral home. It is her dearly cherished
mission to record and preserve the tradition and artefacts associated with Estonian
burial culture, and she has compiled a book To Eternity: Estonian Burial Traditions and


